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Sage Intelligent Time
AI-powered timesheets for continuous,
accurate, and complete insights to
profitably manage your service business

Unprecedented speed and accuracy for timesheets
Whether you bill time to clients or offer fixed price projects, accurate time entry
is critical to managing your profitability. Just an hour per employee per week
of lost time can add up to $10,000 in lost revenue. Sage Intelligent Time is an
AI-powered virtual time assistant that revolutionizes time entry. With accurate,
real-time time entry, finance and operations can increase revenue, price more
accurately, streamline billing, and manage resources more effectively.
You also relieve your service professionals from soul-crushing time entry and
free your finance team from playing timesheet cop.
Traditional timesheets

Sage Intelligent Time

Professionals often spend one or
more hours per week tediously
reconstructing their activity for their
timesheet.

A personal Time Assistant gathers all
activity for the professional and presents
it to them to review.
It’s easy for the professional to review—it
can be done on their mobile device while
waiting in line for coffee. Even better, the
Time Assistant gets smarter with every
review, saving the professional more and
more time.

For busy professionals focused on
clients, it’s unrealistic to manually
capture every minute of time,
resulting in reduced utilization,
billable revenue, and profitability.

Professionals focus on the customer
instead of the minutiae of timesheets.
Every minute of time is collected,
increasing the professional’s utilization,
billable time, and providing a precise
picture of project profitability.
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Traditional timesheets

AI-powered timesheets

Homegrown or third-party time
Timesheets are always in sync and
solutions are disconnected,
reconciled with your financials so you
requiring extra reconciliations and
can efficiently scale your business.
causing out-of-sync issues that limit
scalability.
Timesheet data that’s only available
weekly or bi-weekly, and often late
late, delays the close and insights
needed to manage profitability and
project resourcing.

You get continuous insights that allow
you to close on time, bill on time, and let
project managers to make financiallyminded decisions about their projects.

The Time Assistant reconstructs your professional’s activities for them and gets smarter every time using
artificial intelligence. The Time Assistant collects every minute for more accurate project billing, profitability
measurement, and resource management.
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